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• 62 member countries on five 

continents (most recent 

Uzbekistan and Mongolia) + 1 

Observer (Brazil)

• Administratively integrated with 

OECD, politically independent (26 

non-OECD members)

• Only transport body with a 

mandate for all modes
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Intergovernmental Organisation
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Think Tank

• Policy-relevant research and analysis

• Modelling, data and statistics

• Collaborative projects with world experts 
(e.g. Roundtable and Workgroups)
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The Annual Summit

• Held every May in Leipzig (Germany) on a strategic theme

• Ministers are joined by business leaders, civil society, international organisations, 
research community

• Platform for discussion
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Covid-19 Impacts on Transport: Short-term

• Drastic drop in urban mobility -> lockdown

• Drastic drop in international passenger 
travel -> Closed* borders

• - 52% flights, -75% pkm (IATA August)

• -70% Revenues Intercity Bus & Coach 
(IRU)

• -13% Air tkm (IATA August)

• -13% Trucking in US (INRIX April)

• Increase in E-commerce/deliveries

Overall sector affected, passenger more 
than freight, Air more than other modes.Source: ITF based on Google data (March 29)
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Covid-19 Impacts on Transport: Structural

• Passengers

• Attractiveness of Public Transport down

• Business Travel down (Air Travel)

• Urbanization rate down

• Freight

• E-commerce increase (previous trend)

• Trade regionalization (previous trend)

• “Just-in-time” to “Just-in-case”, review of efficiency vs resilience balance
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A crisis of this magnitude always leads to structural changes, e.g. 2008-2009: gig 
economy or trade to GDP elasticity (trade growth in 2008-2018 half of previous 
decade).
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Covid-19 Impacts on Transport: Decarbonisation

Opportunities Challenges

Short-term  Overall decrease in demand and transport 

activity

 Reduction in consumption of fossil fuels

 Faster deployment of automation and digital 

solutions 

 Greater resilience of less carbon intensive 

modes

 Increase of e-commerce and home deliveries

 Companies delaying vehicle fleet renewals and other 

investments, including cleaner technologies

Long-

term/structural 

changes

 Demand with slower growth rate

 Faster decline of fossil fuels demand

 Greater focus on resilience, not just 

efficiency, move from “just-in time” to “just-

in-case”. 

 Faster deployment of digital technology and 

automation that increase efficiency

 Greater political will and opportunity to foster 

greener technologies and operations

 More suitable environment for logistical 

collaboration and shared assets

 Greater market concentration can speed up 

the adoption of greener tech and operations

 Trade regionalisation

 Financial constraints can delay adoption of cleaner 

technologies

 Lower costs of fossil fuels reducing the commercial 

attractiveness of cleaner technologies

 Even faster growth in e-commerce and home deliveries

 Stimulus packages which support a return to the status 

quo
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Covid-19 Impacts on Transport: Trends, Road and Rail

• Rail
• Only mode to grow in activity on the East Asia – Europe corridor

• Advantage in capacity, monitoring and control, emissions, costs*

• Seize relaxation of “just-in-time” and increased automation? But, fossil fuel decline?

• Road
• Predominant mode (60% of surface), flexibility and accessibility

• Challenging energy transition

• More market consolidations? Faster adoption of new technologies?

Relax “Just-in-

time”
Attractiveness 

multimodal

Trade patternsAutomation
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Enhancing Connectivity and Freight in Central Asia

Improving border crossing can bring comparable connectivity 
benefits with infrastructure improvement
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2015

2050 - new infrastructure but no

border crossing improvement

2050 - no new infrastructure but

border crossing improves

2050 - both new infrastructure is

built and border crossing is improved

% of German connectivity index achieved
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Resources
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Decarbonising Transport in Europe – December 10, 11

Project results, scenarios feasibility and policy implications

In this event the ITF presents two scenarios to decarbonise transport in Europe, 
discusses their implementation feasibility and evaluates the policy implications with a 
wide range of stakeholders. Three years of ITF work on the Decarbonising Transport In 
Europe Project (DTEU) will be featured in several sessions that cover two days.

https://www.itf-oecd.org/decarbonising-transport-europe-project-results-scenarios-
feasibility-and-policy-implications

https://www.itf-oecd.org/decarbonising-transport-europe-project-results-scenarios-feasibility-and-policy-implications
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